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ABSTRACT

A novel approach based on an artificial neural network was used to forecast sea surface height (SSH) in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) in order to predict Loop Current variation and its eddy shedding process. The empirical orthogonal function analysis method was applied to decompose long-term satellite-observed SSH into spatial patterns (EOFs) and time-dependent principal components (PCs). The nonlinear autoregressive network was then developed to predict major PCs of the GoM SSH in the future. The prediction of SSH in the GoM was constructed by multiplying the EOFs and predicted PCs. Model sensitivity experiments were conducted to determine the optimal number of PCs. Validations against independent satellite observations indicate that the neural network–based model can reliably predict Loop Current variations and its eddy shedding process for a 4-week period. In some cases, an accurate forecast for 5–6 weeks is possible.

1. Introduction

Originating at the Yucatan Channel and exiting through the Florida Straits, the Loop Current (LC) is a dominant circulation feature in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) (Fig. 1). One of the most notable characteristics of LC is that it episodically sheds large high-speed eddies with diameters of about 200–300 km and swirl speeds of 1.8–2 m s\(^{-1}\), which affect almost every aspect of the GoM, including ocean circulation, biochemical properties, larvae transport, and air–sea interaction (Oey et al. 2005b; Xue et al. 2013; Richards et al. 1993; Small et al. 2008). Between eddy shedding, variations of LC frontal position are also significant. The north and west edges of the LC can vary from about 25.5° to 27.5°N and from 86° to 90°W, respectively (Leben 2005; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Zeng et al. 2015).

Daily operations of approximately 4000 oil and gas platforms in the northern GoM are significantly affected by the LC and its high-speed eddies, which make planning and scheduling a challenge for this expensive enterprise (Leben and Honaker 2006; Sammarco et al. 2004). Accurate prediction of the LC and LC eddies is of critical importance for both scientific research and societal benefit. For example, in order to mitigate the adverse impacts of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010, intensive research on the LC and LC eddies was performed during and after the incident (e.g., Liu et al. 2013). The LC and LC eddies also play an active role in the rapid intensification of GoM hurricanes, such as devastating Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (Leben and Honaker 2006), which caused extensive loss of life and property damage in many Gulf coastal communities.

Much effort has been expended to predict LC variation and its eddy shedding process using remote sensing observations and primitive equation numerical models. Oey et al. (2005a) performed a study to predict the LC and its eddy frontal position using the Princeton Ocean Model (POM). Yin and Oey (2007) applied the bred-ensemble forecast technique to estimate the locations and strengths of the LC and LC eddies from July to September 2005. Counillon and Bertino (2009) presented a small-ensemble forecast using the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model to predict LC eddy shedding. A semitheoretical basis was provided by Lugo-Fernández and Leben (2010) on the linear relationship between LC retreat latitude and eddy separation period. Forristall et al. (2010) showed the better skill of the statistical method on the LC prediction than most dynamical models. Mooers et al. (2012) evaluated several different ocean models’ performance at LC eddy...
shedding prediction using various prediction skill assessment methods in the report *Gulf of Mexico 3-D Operational Ocean Forecast System Pilot Prediction Project (GOMEX-PPP)*. More recently, with the four-dimensional variation method, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013) tested the predictability of the LC eddy shedding process using the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm). Xu et al. (2013) applied the local ensemble transform Kalman filter with the parallel POM to estimate the states of the LC and LC eddies from April to July 2010. All these studies are based on either simple empirical relations or primitive equation ocean models focusing on a single LC eddy or a small number of LC eddy shedding events. The lack of generality makes the assessment of their model predictability very difficult (e.g., Mooers et al. 2012).

In this paper, we applied a novel method based on an artificial neural network (ANN) and empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis to predict future temporal components' variations. Future SSH was then used to decompose the SSH data into spatial and temporal components. The ANN was used to predict future temporal components' variations. Various prediction skill assessment methods, such as prediction skill score, spatial correlation, and root-mean-square error, were conducted to evaluate this method's prediction skill on LC variation and the eddy shedding process. The structure of this paper is as follows: the data and method are introduced in section 2; parameter experiments, prediction results, skill assessment, and predictability analysis are presented in section 3; a summary is given in section 4.

2. Data and method

2a. Dataset

This study used 21 years (1992–2013) of gridded, altimeter-based, absolute dynamic topography data. The altimeter products were produced by SSALTO/Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System (DUACS) and distributed by Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic Data (AVISO; http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/). Specifically, we used the "Reference Series" dataset following Chelton et al. (2011) and Mason et al. (2014) for the more stable satellite sampling (Collecte Localisation Satellites 2011). The data were constructed with two simultaneously operating altimeters, one in a 10-day exact repeat orbit (T/P, followed by Jason-1 and presently by Jason-2) and the other in a 35-day exact repeat orbit (ERS-1 followed by ERS-2 and presently by Envisat; Chelton et al. 2011). The data have spatial and temporal resolutions of $\frac{1}{8}$° and 7 days, respectively (Collecte Localisation Satellites 2011). We focus on the area of LC variation (indicated by the black box in Fig. 1) to reduce the data dimension and to increase the percentage of leading principal components in EOF analysis (see section 2d). For quality control, only the data located in the area with water depth greater than 100 m were chosen (Liu et al. 2008; Yin et al. 2014; Zeng et al. 2015). During the data selection process, the 2' Gridded Global Relief Data (ETOP02), distributed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Geophysical Data Center, was interpolated to the SSH grid to obtain a topographic dataset. Other ancillary data, including tracks of hurricanes and tropical storms, were taken from NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.

2b. ANN

The ANN is a computational model inspired by biological neural networks that is capable of solving a variety of problems in pattern recognition, time series prediction, and parameter optimization (e.g., Jain et al.

The ANN’s basic elements are called neurons, which only execute summation over weighted input values, passing their results to a nonlinear transfer function to obtain neuron output values. A three-layer ANN with nonlinear transfer functions can be represented as a set of nonlinear equations used to calculate the output values from the input values (e.g., Maier and Dandy 2000). In the first layer (input layer), each input variable has its own neurons. The second, hidden layer is represented by several neurons, whose number can vary according to the complexity of the problem. Each neuron in the hidden layer receives inputs from all the neuron outputs of the first layer. This fully interconnected procedure is repeated again in the third, output layer. The output layer has one neuron for each output variable (Oliveira et al. 2006).

Each of the three layers has its own weighting factors, which are the ANN parameters determined during the training process. The training process is the determination of the proper interconnection of weighting factors for the ANN based on training dataset patterns, so that the output of the ANN can present the best fit with the output given by the testing dataset. In this way, the ANN learns the information given in the training dataset but still has a generalizing capability, not simply memorizing the patterns in the training dataset. The generalizing capabilities of the ANN guarantee that the trained model can give reasonable results for unknown patterns that differ from the training dataset (Oliveira et al. 2006). These procedures and structures give the ANN the ability of a universal approximator (Maier and Dandy 2000; Oliveira et al. 2006).

c. EOF analysis

In our application, the large spatial and temporal span of the SSH dataset would bring too many input variables to the ANN, which makes direct prediction using the ANN infeasible. As a result, the ANN requires some expensive optimization, and compression of the input dataset is necessary (Rixen et al. 2002). EOF analysis has been commonly used for decades in oceanographic and meteorological applications (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003; Hannachi 2004) and is applied in our study to provide a compressed dataset for ANN prediction. In oceanography, EOF analysis has been used for several purposes, such as objective analysis of in situ data (e.g., Holbrook and Bindoff 2000), statistical comparison between data and model results (e.g., Beckers et al. 2002), data reconstruction (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003; He et al. 2003; Miles and He 2010; Zhao and He 2012; Li and He 2014), variability analysis (e.g., Hendricks et al. 1996), filtering (e.g., Vautard et al. 1992), and data compression (e.g., Pedder and Gomis 1998; Rixen et al. 2002). EOF analysis can be done by applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003). Let \( X \) be an \( n \times m \) matrix such that the rows indicate temporal development and the columns are variables or spatial data points. The SVD technique can break up the matrix \( X \) into three matrices:

\[
X = UDV^T, \tag{1}
\]

where \( U \) and \( V \) are orthonormal and \( D \) is diagonal. Matrix \( V^T \) is the spatial patterns (EOFs), and \( UD \) are the time-dependent principal components (PCs). Let \( \lambda_i \) be the diagonal part of \( D \) with \( i = 1, \ldots, m \). Then, the ratio \( f_i = \lambda_i^2 / \sum_{i=1}^{m} \lambda_i^2 \) is a measure of the variance contained in spatial pattern \( i \) compared to the total variance. It is often said that PC \( i \) explains \((100 f_i)\%\) of the variance. The ratio is often the basis for deciding the number of PCs to retrain for data compression, and the ones with small ratios are usually discarded (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003). Usually, the ratios have been sorted in decreasing order, so that the first several PCs explain the major variance of the dataset.

d. Prediction procedure

The existing SSH of the GoM was chosen as a predictor of future SSH of the GoM using the ANN and EOF analysis. As we mentioned before, because the spatial area of this study leads to too large data dimension, direct SSH prediction is infeasible. To avoid the curse of dimension, EOF analysis was used to split the data into spatial EOFs and time-dependent PCs. From Eq. (1), we have

\[
X = PE, \tag{2}
\]

where \( X \) is our dataset, \( P \) is time-dependent PCs, and \( E \) is spatial EOFs. Equation (2) can be written in another form:
The majority of the dataset’s variation (Table 1), we can just without losing much information (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003); that is, use the first time index, and

\[ \begin{bmatrix} x_{1,1} & \cdots & x_{1,m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{n,1} & \cdots & x_{n,m} \end{bmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} P_{1,1} & \cdots & P_{1,k} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ P_{p,1} & \cdots & P_{p,m} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} e_{1,1} & \cdots & e_{1,m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ e_{m,1} & \cdots & e_{m,m} \end{pmatrix}, \] (3)

where \( x_{i,j} \) is the \( j \)th spatial SSH point at time \( i \), \( n \) is the time index, and \( m \) is the number of spatial points.

Because the first several leading PCs represent the majority of the dataset’s variation (Table 1), we can just use the first \( k \) PCs to reconstruct the original dataset without losing much information (e.g., Beckers and Rixen 2003); that is,

\[ \begin{bmatrix} x_{1,1} & \cdots & x_{1,m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{n,1} & \cdots & x_{n,m} \end{bmatrix} \approx \begin{pmatrix} P_{1,1} & \cdots & P_{1,k} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ P_{p,1} & \cdots & P_{p,m} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} e_{1,1} & \cdots & e_{1,m} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ e_{k,1} & \cdots & e_{k,m} \end{pmatrix}. \] (4)

Similar to the methodology of Alvarez et al. (2000), Rixen et al. (2002), and Alvarez (2003), we can get the approximation of SSH at time \( n + 1 \) by

\[ \begin{bmatrix} x_{n+1,1} & \cdots & x_{n+1,m} \end{bmatrix} \approx \begin{pmatrix} P_{n+1,1} & \cdots & P_{n+1,k} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ e_{k,1} & \cdots & e_{k,m} \end{pmatrix}. \] (5)

if we can predict \( (P_{n+1,1} \cdots P_{n+1,k}) \).

The nonlinear autoregressive network with one hidden layer was chosen to do the PC prediction by following Maier and Dandy (2000). For a dataset, the PCs are independent of each other due to the property of EOF analysis (Hannachi 2004). As a result, training and forecasting were applied to the PCs independently; that is,

\[ p_{n+1,j} = f(p_{n,j}, p_{n-1,j}, \ldots p_{n-i,j}), \] (6)

where \( p_{n+1,j} \) is the value of the \( j \)th PC of the GoM SSH at the \((n + 1)\)th record, and \( i \) is time delay. Because the time interval of SSH data is weekly, this prediction is one week ahead. Once we get \( p_{n+1,j} \), we can put it into Eq. (6) and use it to predict \( p_{n+2,j} \). The loop can continue until the accuracy decreases to the lowest acceptable level. The larger the time delay is, the longer the required training time is. We tried different time delays and used the correlation coefficient (CC) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) as the prediction performance criterion to evaluate the optimal time delay \( i \). The time delay for the ANN is set to be \( i = 5 \), which gives the largest correlation coefficient and least RMSE. The optimal neuron number for each PC prediction was obtained in an iterative fashion based on Kaastra and Boyd’s (1996) criteria on neuron number selection.

Here a 6-week leading prediction window was used to demonstrate the model prediction skill. We applied SSH data from 14 October 1994 to 23 June 2010 for the first 6-week prediction. Then, a weekly sliding window was applied from 30 June 2010 to 19 June 2013. During the ANN training procedure, 85% of the data were used for training and 15% were reserved for testing (Wu et al. 2006). To avoid overfitting, the Bayesian regulation method, which is coded as the program “trainbr” in the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox, was chosen for ANN training following Wu et al. (2006).

### 3. Results and discussion

#### a. Sensitivity of PC number selection

Figure 2 shows the correlation coefficients of predicted and observation-derived first leading PCs of the GoM SSH (which accounted for 30% of the variance) for different prediction weeks over 3 years (2010–13).
From weeks 1 to 6, the correlation coefficients decrease from 1.00 to 0.82. For a 1-week prediction, the ANN can predict the PC values almost exactly. While remaining highly correlated, the accuracy decreases as the prediction time grows. As shown in the prediction method [Eq. (6)], small errors in each prediction step can propagate into the next and grow as the prediction time increases. For example, we can see obvious error increasing and propagating from weeks 1 to 6 near 11 May 2012 (Fig. 2). Other PCs’ predictions have similar results (not shown).

The future SSH of the GoM can be constructed using Eq. (5) with the predicted PCs from Eq. (6). According
to the percentage variance accounted for by different PCs in EOF analysis, we chose three sets of PCs, corresponding to three percentage levels—75%, 85%, and 95%—for the sensitivity tests (Table 1). To quantify the accuracy of prediction, spatial correlation coefficients and RMSE between predicted and observed GoM SSH were calculated for each experiment as the criteria of prediction performance. Large correlation coefficients and small RMSE represent good prediction skill. According to Table 1, the experiment with 18 PCs has the largest mean spatial correlation coefficients and the least mean RMSE for the 6-week prediction window. Generally, the more PCs are used, the better the performance can be achieved. However, this performance difference decreases from weeks 1 to 6. Part of the reason is that the PCs that account for very small variance percentage are more noisy and difficult to predict. For example, the performance at week 6 is the same for 9 and 18 PCs. As expected, the prediction performance degrades from weeks 1 to 6, and it is because the time series prediction gets worse as the prediction time window extends (e.g., Fig. 2).

b. SSH prediction skill assessment

The following discussion is based on the experiment using 18 PCs, which gives us the best results among the three experiments (Table 1). From June 2010 to June 2013, the spatial correlation coefficients and RMSE between predicted and observed GoM SSH (Fig. 3) show obvious variation of prediction performance: the correlation coefficients are larger than 0.8 from weeks 1 to 3; starting from week 4, the correlation coefficients gradually decrease and oscillate. RMSEs show an opposite pattern, with small errors in weeks 1, 2, and 3 (generally less than 0.1 m) and larger oscillation from weeks 4 to 6. Although the prediction performance decreases from weeks 1 to 6, all the correlation coefficients of week 4 and some of weeks 5 and 6 are still larger than 0.7 (Fig. 3), which means the general pattern of LC variation is well captured at least 4 weeks ahead, sometimes even 5 or 6 weeks ahead.

The oscillation of prediction performance may be due to the highly nonlinear variation of the LC, error propagation, and transitory sea level variability caused by hurricane or tropical storm influence. In particular, the sudden change of atmospheric conditions may cause unusual variation of LC and LC eddies (Oey et al. 2006; Shay and Uhlhorn 2008). For example, at week 6, the least correlation coefficients in October 2011, August 2012, and June 2013 occur during the passage of Hurricane Rina, Hurricane Ernesto, and Tropical Storm Andrea, respectively. We can also see obvious error propagation and amplification from weeks 4 to 6 during these periods (Fig. 3). Figure 1 shows the tracks of hurricanes and tropical storms passing through our study area during prediction period.

To better quantify the prediction skill of our method, we followed methods used by Oey et al. (2005a) and Mooers et al. (2012). First, we compared the SSH RMSE and skill score for prediction and persistence. The prediction RMSE of SSH at week \( n \) is defined to be

\[
\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} (SSH_{mi,n} - SSH_{oi,n})^2 / k \right]^{1/2},
\]

where \( k \) is the total number of SSH data points in study domain, \( SSH_{mi,n} \) is the \( i \)th data point of model SSH at week \( n \), \( SSH_{oi,n} \) is the \( i \)th data point of observed SSH at week \( n \), and \( n = 1, 2, \ldots, 6 \). Similarly, the persistence RMSE of SSH at week \( n \) is defined to be

\[
\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} (SSH_{mi,n} - SSH_{oi,n})^2 / k \right]^{1/2},
\]

where \( SSH_{oi,n} \) is the \( i \)th data point of observed SSH at week 0 for each prediction window. Figure 4 shows the SSH RMSE of prediction and persistence. The RMSE differences between prediction and persistence vary for each case. Generally, the RMSE grows with the increase of prediction time (from weeks 1 to 6) for both prediction and persistence. However, the RMSE of prediction increases at a much slower rate than that of persistence, indicating our prediction has much better skill and outperforms the persistence. One case when the prediction RMSE is larger than that of the persistence RMSE occurs around 19 August 2012, the period that Hurricanes Isaac and Ernesto passed through the LC area and northern Caribbean Sea, respectively (Fig. 1). The sudden change in atmospheric conditions may have caused the unusual variation of LC and LC eddies, which decrease the predictability of our model. The averaged RMSE also shows the better skill of prediction than that of persistence (Fig. 5).

Although the RMSE varies for each month, the monthly and 3-yr long-term mean RMSEs of prediction are generally smaller than their persistence counterparts. For example, for the first week, the 3-yr mean RMSE is almost the same for prediction and persistence. However, the 3-yr mean RMSE for persistence increases to about 0.18 m at week 6, whereas the predicted one is only about 0.13 m.

An alternative view of the model’s prediction skill is shown in Fig. 6, which presents the same data as Fig. 4 in terms of the skill score. The prediction skill score of SSH at week \( n \) is defined to be

\[
SS = 1 - \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (SSH_{mi,n} - SSH_{oi,n})^2 / k}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (SSH_{oi,n} - \overline{SSH_{oi,n}})^2 / k} \right].
\]
where the bar represents the arithmetical mean (Murphy 1988; Mooers et al. 2012). The persistence skill score of SSH at week \( n \) can be derived by simply replacing \( \text{SSH}_{m,n} \) with \( \text{SSH}_{o,0} \). The skill score is based on mean square, including both bias and variance, in order to facilitate the intercomparison with respect to a constant mean sea surface throughout the prediction time period (Mooers et al. 2012).

The skill scores of both prediction and persistence decrease with the increase of prediction time, while the amplitude and rate of decrease are different for each prediction case. Generally, the prediction skill score is

Fig. 3. Spatial CC and RMSEs of predicted and observed SSH in the study area from 2010 to 2013 with a 6-week ahead weekly sliding prediction window using 18 PCs. Circles are CC points, and triangles are RMSE points. Red lines in week 6 indicate the approximate passing time of Hurricane Rina in 2011, Hurricane Ernesto in 2012, and TS Andrea in 2013.
greater than that of persistence and decays at a much slower rate. Similar to the RMSE case, the scenario when prediction skill was less than persistence skill occurred around 19 August 2012 when the variation of LC and LC eddies may be unusual due to the influences of hurricanes in or near the study domain (Fig. 1).

The averaged skill scores also show better skill of prediction than persistence (Fig. 7). Although the skill score varies for each month and decreases from weeks 1 to 6 for both prediction and persistence, the monthly and 3-yr mean skill scores of prediction are generally greater than their persistence counterparts. For example, the 3-yr mean skill score starts off the same for both prediction and persistence at week 1. As the prediction time increases to 6 weeks, it decreases to about 0.1 for persistence, whereas our model still has 0.5 prediction skill.

c. Frontal position prediction skill assessment

The frontal position of the LC and LC eddies is another metric to measure the prediction skill of our method. Here, frontal position predictability is evaluated using the methodology of Oey et al. (2005a). Because of the properties of the EOF method, the prediction tends to smooth the SSH contours at reduced values of SSH, especially near the study boundary area. As a result, it is difficult to find an optimal reference SSH contour line for frontal position comparison between prediction and observation. After a series of experiments, we chose 0.45-m SSH contour lines as the representation of the LC and LC fronts to better facilitate our skill assessment (Zeng et al. 2015). Using seven stations as reference positions (stars in Fig. 1), we define prediction error at week \( n \) as

\[ E_{jn} = dm_{jn} - do_{jn}, \]

where \( dm_{jn} \) is the shortest distance from predicted LC and LC eddies fronts to the station \( j \) at week \( n \), \( do_{jn} \) is the corresponding observed distance, and \( n = 1, 2, \ldots, 6 \). We similarly define the persistence error.
error at week \( n \) to be \( P_{j,n} = d_{0,j} - d_{j,n} \), where \( d_{0,j} \) is the shortest distance from observed LC and LC eddies fronts to station \( j \) at week 0. Considering the limitation of the EOF technique, small-scale sea level features will not be reproduced well by the SSH reconstruction process. Small eddies (perimeter < 300 km) and data points within ±0.5° of the domain boundary are therefore excluded for this comparison. Again, as prediction time increases, the RMSE of the frontal position grows for both prediction and persistence (Fig. 8). Although the values change for each prediction case, the RMSE of the predicted frontal position is generally smaller than that of persistence. The large jumps of persistence RMSE (Fig. 8) are the scenarios when the LC eddies move out of the study domain.

Because of the smoothing effect of EOF analysis, the model’s prediction of the frontal position is not as good as that of SSH. However, generally, the frontal position prediction is much better than that of persistence. The monthly and 3-yr mean RMSE of the frontal position for prediction is less than that of persistence even for week 1.

d. One LC eddy shedding example

Figure 10 shows the comparison of predicted and observed GoM SSH for one LC eddy shedding event that occurred during the study time period. Again,
because of the smoothing property of the EOF method, the SSH between LC and LC eddies tends to be larger than observation, which makes it difficult to find an optimal contour line to represent the edges of LC and LC eddies for both prediction and observation. After several experiments, we choose 0.45- and 0.51-m SSH contours as the required edges for observation and prediction, respectively, to demonstrate the eddy shedding process. Here, eddy detachment is defined as the separation of two SSH contour lines from one entire LC SSH contour line (week 4 in Fig. 10), which occurred simultaneously in the prediction and observation. We note that the choices of different SSH contour lines for prediction and observation are only for clear demonstration of the LC eddy shedding process.

The variation of LC and LC eddies occurs at the same time in both prediction and observation: at weeks 1 and 2, LC extends to the 1000-m isobaths near 28°N, and the SSH on both sides of the extended LC is low; from week 3, the LC eddy starts to shed from the LC; at week 4, the SSH contour lines clearly show that the LC eddy is separated from the LC; from weeks 5 to 6, the distance between the LC and shed eddy is further separated. Because of the statistical property of EOF analysis, there are some lower-predicted SSH areas as compared to the observation, and the shed eddy tends to be smaller than the observed one. The influence of Tropical Storm (TS) Don during 27–30 July 2011 on the GoM SSH may also have reduced the accuracy of our prediction (Fig. 10). Although the track of TS Don does not pass directly over the LC, its influence on LC frontal eddies may still play an important role on LC variation and the eddy shedding process (e.g., Le Hénaff et al. 2012; Androulidakis et al. 2014). In this case, LC eddy shedding can still be predicted 4 weeks ahead (Fig. 10). Overall, although there were some differences between predicted and observed SSH

Fig. 8. Frontal position RMSE comparison of LC and LC eddies between prediction (red) and persistence (black). Circles represent the location of week 1. Values are plotted every 4 weeks.

Fig. 9. Averaged frontal position RMSE for prediction (red) and persistence (gray). Sudden jumps in Fig. 8 were excluded when the average was calculated. Thin lines are monthly means, and thick lines are means over the 3-yr period.
values, the general evolution of the LC and LC eddies was well captured.

4. Summary

This study used 21 years of satellite data to build and test a nonlinear statistical model for predicting the GoM SSH, from which LC variation and the eddy shedding process can be predicted. To reduce the data dimension, we first applied the EOF analysis to decompose existing SSH into spatial patterns (EOFs) and time-dependent principal components (PCs). The nonlinear, autoregressive neural network was then used to predict leading PCs of the GoM SSH 6 weeks ahead. Finally, the future SSH of the GoM was constructed by multiplying the spatial EOFs of the GoM SSH and the predicted PCs. Having tested the sensitivity of prediction results to different variance percentage levels, the 95% level (with 18 PCs) was selected for skill assessment and analysis.

FIG. 10. Comparison between forecasted and observed SSH in (a) weeks 1 and 2, (b) weeks 3 and 4, (c) weeks 5 and 6, representing a complete cycle of one LC eddy shedding event. Black lines are 1000-m isobaths. Red areas are the LC and LC eddies. Green solid lines are 0.45-m contours for observation, and 0.51-m contours for prediction. Green dashed lines are the track of TS Don during 27–30 Jul 2011.
To evaluate the prediction skill of this method, a 6-week weekly sliding prediction window was performed over 3 years. We calculated the spatial correlation coefficients and RMSEs between predicted and observed SSH during the 3 years and then compared the skill assessment metrics between prediction and persistence, such as the SSH skill score and RMSE, and the frontal position RMSE of the LC and LC eddies. For SSH prediction, the 3-yr mean RMSE of prediction is about 30% less than that of persistence at week 6. The 3-yr mean skill score of SSH prediction is about 0.5 compared to 0.1 for persistence at week 6. The RMSE of the frontal position also shows better skill of prediction (60 km) over persistence (80 km).

Although there are some performance oscillations in the later weeks of the prediction window, the generally high correlation coefficients and low RMSEs indicate the high accuracy of our method for LC variation and eddy shedding prediction. The skill comparison between prediction and persistence also validates the prediction skill of our methods. Generally, the model can capture the LC variation and eddy shedding process 4 weeks ahead, and in some cases, 5 and 6 weeks ahead is possible.

The prediction errors mainly come from the ANN PC prediction and EOF SSH construction. Because of the complexity of LC variation, the influence of atmospheric conditions, and the limit of available datasets, the input information may not be enough for the ANN to capture the underlying relation of PC variation. For example, the accuracy of prediction decreases when hurricanes or tropical storms happen in or near the study area. Part of the reason is that air–sea interaction was not built into our model, and these extreme events cannot be well predicted. Because only the leading PCs were used for prediction and SSH construction, some information was omitted. However, because of the high dimensionality of the datasets and computational efficiency, EOF decomposition and construction techniques are necessary for our prediction.

Several advantages of the neural network method over primitive equation dynamical ocean models for LC prediction are 1) the nonlinear temporal variation can be better captured by a nonlinear statistical approach, 2) the prediction accuracy has more generality as demonstrated by continuous LC predictions over a period of 3 years, 3) the computation is usually faster than primitive ocean models, and 4) no boundary and forcing conditions or partial differential equation discretization are needed. For phenomena such as the GoM LC and the LC eddy shedding process that cannot be well predicted by modern dynamical ocean models, this method provides an alternative means for an accurate forecast.
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